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An estimated 300,000 people suffer from spinal cord injury (SCI) in the US, costing 

about $9.7 billion annually (French et al., 2007). Quadriplegic patients, comprising nearly 

60% of SCI cases (National Spinal Cord Injury Statistics Center), list the loss of motor 

control, especially hand function, as the primary impediment to their daily lives. To 

overcome this loss, it is necessary for the corticospinal tract (CST) – the main tract 

controlling voluntary motor movement – to regenerate and reform functional synapses. 

One method to reverse such dysfunctions is to use neural progenitor cell (NPC) grafts 

which recapitulate lost neural tissue and promote axon regeneration, ultimately serving as 

a relay for neural signals. 

Previously, our lab demonstrated functional recovery and robust CST regeneration 

into rat embryonic day 14 (E14) NPC grafts placed into cervical and thoracic SCI sites 

(Kadoya et al., 2016). CST regeneration into a cervical graft has the potential to restore 

voluntary motor function, especially hand function, for quadriplegic patients. However, 

whether forelimb, hindlimb or both CST populations regenerate into a cervically placed 

NPC graft, is unknown. Because both populations are axotomized, we hypothesized that 

both forelimb and hindlimb projecting CST axons would regenerate into a mid-cervically 

placed NPC graft. Here, we used a Cre-mediated intersectional viral approach to selectively 

label either forelimb or hindlimb projecting CST axons. All rats were then subjected to a 

C3 dorsal column lesion and received an E14 spinal cord-derived NPC graft. Surprisingly, 

we found preferential regeneration of hindlimb CST axons into the C3 NPC grafts, with 

sparse forelimb axon regeneration. This creates a functional mismatch: hypothetically, to 

achieve optimal functional recovery, CST axons controlling the forelimbs  instead of the 

hindlimbs  would regenerate into the lesion to form functional synapses. An examination 
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of mechanisms underlying this selective regeneration is necessary, and will contribute to 

optimizing corticospinal regeneration after SCI. 
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CHAPTER 1: SPINAL CORD INJURY 

1.1: INTRODUCTION 

 

SCI Epidemiology 

Spinal cord injury (SCI) affects 15-40 people per million, resulting in mostly 

irreversible functional deficits and large financial burdens (Rowland et al., 2008). The level 

of injury determines the extent of the functional deficit since the original projection neurons 

are severed. Thus, motor synapses below, and sensory synapses above the lesion become 

dysfunctional. SCI is largely irreversible due to the inability of the central nervous system 

(CNS) to regenerate after injury (Tuszynski & Steward, 2012; Cregg et al., 2014). After 

incomplete spinal cord lesions, intact neurons can sprout new axonal branches resulting in 

partial recovery of various autonomic, sensory and motor functions (Weidner et al., 2001; 

Curt et al., 2008; Collyer et al., 2014). Nevertheless, extensive regeneration – growth from 

the axotomized tip (Tuszynski & Steward, 2012) – and subsequent recovery of original 

motor function is the overarching goal of spinal cord injury research (Rowland et al., 2008; 

McDonald & Becker, 2012). The lack of functional regeneration is important to overcome, 

especially for quadriplegic patients who lose hand function, comprising nearly 60% of SCI 

injury cases (National SCI Statistics Center). To develop therapies that help promote neural 

regeneration and functional reconstitution, much work has focused upon elucidating the 

complex mechanisms associated with axonal growth failure after injury. 
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Spinal Cord Injury Mechanisms 

Regenerative failure is attributed to a several injury mechanisms including:  (1) 

glial scar formation (Qui et al., 2000; Fitch & Silver 2008; Cregg et al., 2014), (2) inhibitory 

extracellular and myelin associated molecules (Huang et al., 1999; Mckerracher and 

Winton 2003; Fitch & Silver 2008), (3) lack of a growth permissive cellular substrate for 

regenerating axons to attach and grow in the injury site (Maxwell, 1997; Schwab, 2002), 

(4) lack of neurotrophic stimulation (Mitsui et al., 2005; Lu and Tuszynski, 2008) and (5) 

loss of an intrinsic regenerative program (Liu et al., 2011; Blesch et al., 2011; Apara & 

Goldberg, 2014; Bei & He, 2016).  

 

Primary vs Secondary Injury Phases 

Primary SCI involves mechanical force from a trauma that injures the neural 

parenchyma and vertebra. Secondary SCI refers to the multiple phases and both 

intracellular and extracellular mechanisms of injury following primary injury. Both 

immediate and early acute phase (0 - 48 hours) result in cell death through several 

mechanisms that induce inflammation, apoptosis, and necrosis of surrounding tissue. The 

subacute phase (2 days - 2 weeks) is characterized by hypertrophy of astrocytic glia at the 

exposed or injured spinal cord; this mechanism is hypothesized to protect the intact spinal 

cord from further damage (Fitch & Silver 2008; Anderson et al., 2016). The accumulated 

astrocytes grow by increasing production of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and 

secrete chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs); both factors serve as physical and 

chemical barriers to regenerating axons (Bradbury et al., 2002; Lang et al., 2015).  More 

so, oligodendrocytes – cells in the CNS that produce myelin, lipid layer sheath’s that 
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increase speed of action potential propagation – contain a class of transmembrane receptor 

molecules (e.g. Nogo’s) that likewise restrict axons from regenerating (Hunt et al., 2002, 

Schwab, 2014). The intermediate phase (2 weeks – 6 months) is characterized by the 

continued glial scar development and compensatory sprouting of intact axons that help 

partially regain basic motor and sensory functions. Finally, during the chronic phase (> 6 

months), the glial scar stabilizes and cyst formation within the lesion cavity is observed 

(Rowland et al., 2008). 

 

Therapies Targeting Intrinsic and Extrinsic Inhibitors of Regeneration 

Preventing or reversing injury mechanisms is the focus of many current SCI 

therapies (Cadotte & Fehlings 2010; McDonald and Becker, 2012). Yet, effective clinical 

therapies for regeneration, and reconstitution of original synapses and functions have not 

yet been developed (Rowland et al., 2008; Tuszynski & Steward 2012). A possible reason 

is that current therapies focus on individual components in context of much more 

multifaceted injury mechanisms. Extracellular inhibitor target therapies including: 

antibodies against Nogos (Schwab, 2004) and enzymes used to degrade CSPGs, are limited 

in their ability to promote regeneration into or past the lesion cavity. Similarly, targeting 

intracellular factors such as phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), a mammalian target 

of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor and tumor suppressor, render similar results (Liu et al., 

2010). Upon further analysis, most of the functional recovery is due to rostral-to-injury 

sprouting, as opposed to true regeneration of the axotomized tip (Hunt et al., 2002; Fouad 

et al., 2004). Since the amount of true regeneration from such individual approaches has 

been minimal, utilizing a combination of therapies, which include embedding a growth 
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permissive substrate into the lesion cavity, is preferable (Tuszynski & Lu 2008; Blesch & 

Tuszynski, 2009) 

 

Therapies to Fill the Spinal Cord Lesion Cavity 

Apart from the inhibitory signaling mechanisms of myelin and glial scar, injury to 

the CNS results in a cavity that is not permissive for cell survival or regeneration (Maxwell, 

1997; Schwab, 2002). Unlike oligodendrocytes in the CNS, myelin-producing Schwann 

cells of the peripheral nervous system (PNS) secrete a growth permissive matrix to promote 

regeneration of the peripheral nerve (Schwab et al., 1996). Therefore, most SCI 

combinatorial therapies utilize placing molecular, cellular or biosynthetic bridges in the 

lesion cavity (Tuszynski and Lu 2008, Fehlings and Vawada, 2011). Previous CNS 

regenerative approaches included: fibroblasts (Tuszynski et al., 1994), mesenchymal stem 

cell therapy (Lu et al., 2005), oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (Keirstead et al., 2005), 

peripheral nerve grafts (David & Aguayo, 1981), as well as biomaterial scaffolds (Stokols 

& Tuszynski, 2006; Kim et al., 2014); while showing promising results, these methods 

often fail to produce true long-distance regeneration and significant functional recovery 

(Tetzlaff et al., 2011; Tuszynski & Steward, 2012; Mothe & Tator, 2018). Intuitively, grafts 

not homologous to intact neural spinal cord tissue may attribute to the limits of such 

therapies. One solution is to utilize embryonically derived neural progenitor cells (NPC), 

which can multiply and differentiate into neurons and glia (Suda 1987; Karimi-

Abdolrezaee et al., 2006). Developing embryonic stem cells (ESCs) or induced pluripotent 

stem cells (iPSCs) derived NPC transplantation is a promising next step forward; rodent, 

primate and even human studies using NPC grafts have shown promising recovery 
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(Iwanami et al., 2005; Fehlings, Vawda, 2011; Lu et al., 2014, 2017; Vroemen et al., 2003; 

Tsuji et al 2010) 

 

Stem Cell Review 

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) self-renew and eventually differentiate into somatic 

tissue of the adult organism (Murry and Keller, 2008). Depending on the developmental 

stage, stem cells become more restricted for the type of tissue they can form. While more 

differentiated than embryonic stem cells, NPCs are still self-renewing and neurally 

multipotent – can form most neural tissue cells (neurons and glia, excluding microglia) 

(Gage, 2000; Walker et al., 2016). NPCs form early neurons that inherently grow, make 

connections, and extend axons (Han et al., 2002). Thus, besides a growth-permissive 

environment for regenerating host axons, NPC grafts can form neuronal relays between the 

lesioned projection axons and their respective caudal-to-lesion denervated spinal cord 

neurons (Bonner and Steward, 2015; Lu et al., 2012, 2014). 

 

Methods for Neural Progenitor Cell Generation 

Obtaining NPC’s for grafts can be achieved through different methods: directly 

harvesting NPCs from embryonic or fetal CNS tissues, differentiating cultured ESCs 

towards a neural fate (Reubinoff et al., 2000), or deriving NPCs from de-differentiated 

adult somatic cells into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), made by introduction of 

reprogramming molecules into terminally differentiated adult cell types (Takahashi & 

Yamanaka, 2006). Directly harvesting NPC from embryonic or fetal CNS tissues is a 

consistent and simple method for generating NPC grafts. While there are ethical concerns 
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with this method moving into human clinical trials, such trials have been performed for 

spinal cord injury (Wirth et al., 2016; Manley et al., 2017), Parkinson’s disease, and 

Huntington’s disease. iPSC derived NPC transplantation provides a more clinically 

relevant method, yet is currently lacking in safety, since prevailing protocols often result 

in tumor formation (Erceg et al., 2009).  

 

Neural Progenitor Cell Grafts for Spinal Cord Injury 

 To be viable solutions for spinal cord injury, NPC grafts need to achieve the 

following: (1) cell survivability upon transplantation, (2) successful integration into the 

lesion cavity, (3) differentiate into functional neurons and glia without (4) developing intra-

vertebral pressure from extensive proliferation (Lu et al., 2008). Furthermore, to 

reconstitute original function, NPC grafts need to help overcome the (1) inhibitory glial 

barrier, (2) provide a regeneration permissive environment to the lesioned axons, and (3) 

establish functional relays between host axons (Bonner and Steward 2015; Lu et al., 2003, 

2008, 2012). 

For a long time, NPC grafts failed to survive in a fully transected spinal cord model, 

the most rigorous model to establish regenerative ability (Tuszynski and Steward, 2012). 

Recently, embryonic rat and human NPCs combined with a structurally supportive fibrin 

matrix, nine growth factors, and one anti-cell death agent, were grafted into fully 

transected, sub-acutely injured rodent model. Upon examination, the graft successfully 

survived, promoted extensive host and graft axon regeneration and growth, remyelinated 

injured axons, and formed functional neuronal relays (Lu et al., 2012). In a subsequent 

study, the number of growth factors in a supportive fibrin matrix was reduced to a more 
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clinically practical number of four, while retaining extensive NPC survival and fill of the 

spinal cord lesion (Robinson & Lu, 2017).  

Although general host regeneration was observed (Lu et al., 2012), there are many 

ascending and descending tracts within the spinal cord that could result in regaining of 

motor function (Fillini and Schwab, 2015), and are known to have a differential 

regenerative ability (He et al., 2011). For SCI patients, fine voluntary motor function loss 

is often the main impediment to daily life, especially for quadriplegic patients, whose hand 

function is impaired (Nathan et al 1994; Rowland et al 2008). Therefore, the regenerative 

ability of the corticospinal tract (CST) -- main tract responsible for voluntary motor 

movement-- is important to consider. 

 

Corticospinal Tract Development and Regeneration 

CST neurons originate in layer V of the cortex and project most of their axons 

contralaterally to innervate mainly cervical and lumbar spinal cord to control forelimb and 

hindlimb muscles, respectively (Kamiyama et al., 2015). If a SCI severs either or both CST 

sides, motor innervation to motor neurons below the injury will no longer be functional, 

resulting in the loss of fine voluntary motor function. While different spinal cord tracts 

have differential regenerative ability, the CST is largely refractory and retractive after 

injury (He et al, 2011). However, CST neurons do have the ability to sprout rostral to injury, 

more-so with different pro-regenerative strategies. Rat fibroblasts, genetically modified to 

secrete neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) increased both intact and injured CST fibers sprouting into 

the intact gray matter, but no significant change in penetration of the fibroblast graft 

compared to control (Grill et al., 1997). Targeting the mTOR suppressor, PTEN, primarily 
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increased CST sprouting but resulted in very little regeneration through lesion site (Liu et 

al., 2010). Similarly, targeting Nogo (Schwab 2004, Zheng 2005) or degrading CSPGs 

(Wang et al., 2011; Starkey et al., 2012), increase regenerative pathways that primarily lead 

to compensatory sprouting and not true regeneration.  

Although, in the presence of NPCs within a fibrin matrix graft and growth factors 

(Lu et al., 2014; Robinson & Lu, 2017) placed into a SCI lesion site, severed CST neurons 

were able to extensively regenerate, and form functional synaptic relays between graft 

neurons and denervated neurons caudal to injury (Kadoya et al., 2016). In this study, 

Kadoya et al., showed that contact between the CST and NPC graft was necessary for 

regeneration; providing a possible regenerative mechanism mediated via cell adhesion 

pathways. Further studies must be carried out in to better understand this mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN, METHODS AND RESULTS 

2.1: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 

Hypothesis 

Although Kadoya et al., observed extensive CST regeneration into an NPC graft 

placed in a SCI lesion, detailed analysis showed that not all CST axons regenerated into 

the NPC graft. In this experiment, we hypothesized that both forelimb and hindlimb 

innervating CSTs have equal regenerative capacity in the presence of a NPC graft (Lu et 

al., 2014; Robinson & Lu, 2017), since both systems are axotomized thus exposing all 

axotomized tips to the same environment. 

 

Experiment 

Regenerative ability between forelimb and hindlimb CST populations becomes 

consequential when it comes to treating cervical lesions. Specifically, to achieve 

reconstitution of forelimb function, regeneration and functional relay formation should 

occur between forelimb CSTs and caudal-to-injury cervical gray matter that contain motor 

neurons controlling forelimb muscles. To test this, we injured the rat dorsal column, which 

contains the rat’s main CST tract, and engrafted NPC with fibrin matrix and four growth 

factor cocktail (Lu et al., 2014; Robinson & Lu, 2014), assessing corticospinal regeneration 

using an inter-sectional viral approach to specifically trace forelimb or hindlimb CST. Our 

results show preferential regeneration of hindlimb CSTs in a cervical NPC graft. 
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2.2: METHODS 

 

Animals 

Adult female Fischer 344 rats were used in this study (100-200g, n=14). The 

National Institutes of Health guidelines for laboratory animal care and safety were 

followed. The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Department of Veterans 

Affairs (VA) San Diego Healthcare System approved all animal surgeries under the 

protocol used. Animals had free access to food and water throughout the study and health 

checks were performed daily. All surgeries were performed under deep anesthesia using a 

combination (2 mL/kg) of ketamine (25 mg/mL), xylazine (1.3 g/mL) and acepromazine 

(0.25 mg/mL). Animals were given post-operative injections of lactated ringers solution, 

banamine, and ampicillin for three days following surgery (3ml/day). 

 

NPC Preparation 

Embryonic day 14 (E14) spinal cords from transgenic Fischer 344-Tg (EGFP) rats, 

ubiquitously expressing GFP under the ubiquitin C promotor, provided donor tissue used 

for grafting in this experiment (Rat Resource and Research Center, University of Missouri, 

Columbia, MO). E14 spinal cords were dissected and dissociated using the same methods 

followed in Lu et al., 2014. Dissociated E14 cells were resuspended at a concentration of 

250,000 cells/µL in a fibrin matrix (25 mg/mL fibrinogen and 25 mg/mL thrombin Sigma-

Aldrich) containing a four growth factor cocktail consisting of brain-derived neurotrophic 

factor (BDNF), basic-fibroblastic growth factor (bFGF), vascular endothelial growth factor 
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(VEGF) and MDL28170, a cell death inhibitor, to support graft survival (Robinson and Lu, 

2017).  

 

Virus Injection, Lesion and Transplantation Surgeries 

Two groups of adult female Fischer rats (n=7 each) had Cre dependent AAVDJ-

FLEX-ArchT-tdTomato virus (1x1012 transducing units/mL, Salk Institute, La Jolla, CA) 

injected into either forelimb or hindlimb motor cortex (Figure 1). Immediately after the 

first injection, AAV9-CamKII-Cre virus (1.2X1013 transducing units/mL) was injected into 

the C6 (forelimb group, n=7) or L3 (hindlimb group, n=7) (Figure 1) of the spinal cord. 

Specifically, 2.1 μl virus was injected in 7 sites per primary forelimb motor hemispheres 

(0.300μL/site); coordinates followed: anterior-posterior(mm)/medial-lateral(mm) 

(0.27/±0.25; 0.17/±0.25, ±0.35; 0.07/±0.25, ±0.35; -0.03/±0.25, ±0.35) for left (+mm) and 

right (-mm) hemispheres, respectfully. Coordinates for 8 hindlimb injections sites 

followed: anterior-posterior(mm)/medial-lateral(mm) (0.02/±0.27, ±0.37; -

0.08/±0.17,±0.27; -0.18/±0.19, ±0.29; -0.28/±0.19, ±0.29) for left (+mm) and right (-mm) 

hemispheres, respectfully. All injections were done dorsal/ventrally at 1.2mm. For spinal 

cord injection, 1 μL of AAV-Cre was injected into 4 points per hemisphere at following 

coordination: medial-lateral (mm)/dorsal-ventral (mm) (0.8/1; 0.8/0.5; 1.2/1; 1.2/0.5).  

After a period of 3 (forelimb group) or 4 weeks (hindlimb group) post-viral 

injection, a bilateral dorsal column (DC) wire-knife lesion was performed to transect the 

main dorsal column CST tract. Specifically, after preforming a laminectomy at C3, the 

wire-knife was stereotaxically positioned 0.6mm left of the spinal cord central axis. Next, 

the knife was lowered by 1.2 mm from the dorsal surface into spinal cord and the knife tip 
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was extruded out to form a 2.25 mm-wide wire knife hook. The whole knife was then 

stereotaxically raised up toward the dorsal surface. To ensure the complete lesion of the 

axons above the knife hook, a glass pipet was used to carefully depress the white matter 

until the dorsal column white matter was completely transected. Finally, the wire-knife was 

lowered back to the original 1.2mm depth, the tip was retracted, and the knife was removed 

out of the spinal cord. This procedure bilaterally axotomized the afferent dorsal column 

sensory axons as well as the efferent dorsal corticospinal axons, ~98% of total CST axons 

(Weidner et al., 1999).  

Four days post bilateral dorsal column lesion, both groups received 1.5µL 

microinjections of the NPC cell suspension (250,000 cells/µL in a fibrinogen/thrombin 

matrix containing 4-factor cocktail) into the C3 lesion cavity through a pulled glass 

micropipette using a PicoSpritzer II (General Valve Inc., Fairfield, New Jersey). All rats 

were perfused with 4% PFA and CNS tissue was harvested 6 weeks post-grafting.  

 

Histology and Immunohistochemistry 

All spinal cords were blocked 3 mm caudal and 3 mm rostral to graft site and 

sectioned into 30µm sagittal sections on a cryostat. Sections were stored in a 24 well plate 

in TCS solution. 1-in-6 series, free-floating sections were incubated for 3 days at 4C with 

primary antibodies from chicken against GFP (at 1:1000 to label grafted cells), from rabbit 

against RFP (at 1:1000 to label CST axons), or from mouse against Cre (1:1000 to label 

cell bodies, Figure 2a). Sections were then incubated in Alexa 488 (anti-chicken, 1:500) 

and 594 (anti-rabbit, 1:500) conjugated donkey secondary antibodies for one day at 4C. 

Confocal and Keyence BZ-X700 microscopy was performed to analyze CST regeneration.  
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Cortical sections were cut at 40 µm coronal sections on the cryostat and were similarly 

labeled for RFP and NeuN (anti-mouse, 1:250) (Figure 2b). 

 

Quantification 

Images of CST-labeled medio-sagittal sections were captured using Z-Stack and 

XY Stitch function on the Keyence BZ-X700 (Keyence, Woodcliff Lake, NJ) at ×200 

magnification. The raw images were merged and stitched using Keyence Analysis 

Software (Keyence, Woodcliff Lake, NJ). Average CST axon density was calculated by 

dividing sum-total thresholded pixel RFP area over sum-total graft pixel area for forelimb 

(n=7) and hindlimb (n=7) animals, using ImageJ software (National Institute of Health). 
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2.3 RESULTS 

 

Cre-recombinase injections, retrograde transport and activation of Cre-dependent 

Td-Tomato for forelimb and hindlimb CST 

We used an intersectional viral approach to specifically label either forelimb or 

hindlimb CST neurons. Cre-dependent AAVDJ-FLEX-ArchT-tdTomato virus was 

injected either in the forelimb or hindlimb motor cortices; subsequently, AAV9-Cre was 

injected into C6 or L3 spinal cord which would be up-taken by the CST axon terminals and 

retrogradely transported to the cell body to forelimb and hindlimb CSTs, respectively 

(Wang et al., 2017). A sagittal section of the C6 spinal cord gray matter shows successful 

Cre-virus transduction (Figure 2a). A high-magnification overlay image shows successful 

activation of the Cre-dependent td-Tomato virus in Layer V of the motor cortex, as 

evidenced by the co-label of the RFP and NeuN – adult neuronal marker (Figure 2b). 

Transverse sections labeled for RFP at level C1 of the spinal cord, show successful labeling 

of the main CST at dorsal column (Figure 2c,d). Hindlimb CST is more concentrated 

towards the medial ventral dorsal column and identification is further evident with the 

relatively low amount of gray matter innervation (Figure 2c). Forelimb CST is more 

dispersed throughout the ventral dorsal column, and heavily innervates the C1 gray matter 

(Figure 2d). 

 

Reduced regeneration of forelimb CST into C3 NPC graft. 

Cre-dependent, anterograde AAVDJ-FLEX-ArchT-tdTomato virus was injected 

into rat bilateral forelimb motor cortices followed by AAV9-Cre injection into C6 spinal 
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cord; this allowed for visualization and analysis forelimb CST axon regeneration into GFP 

labeled, E14 derived, NPC graft placed in lesioned C3 rat spinal cord (Figure 3a-d). Low-

magnification overlay image of a sagittal spinal cord section (Figure 3a), and without the 

GFP channel (Figure 3b). Host-graft interface is located at the left edge of the green 

fluorescent NPC graft (Figure 3a) and is marked by the dashed white lines (Figures 3b,d). 

The inset on Figure 3a outlines the magnified area represented in Figures 3c,d. The 

uninterrupted interface indicates successful NPC engraftment into the lesion site, which is 

a pre-requirement for CST regeneration (Kadoya et al. 2016). Following a rostral (left)-

caudal (right) orientation (Figure 3), RFP labeled forelimb CST axons (RFP) approach and 

interface with the graft; however, higher magnification confocal images show sparse 

regeneration of CST axons through the host-graft interface (Figure 3d).  

 

Robust regeneration of hindlimb CST into C3 NPC graft. 

Injection of AAVDJ-FLEX-ArchT-tdTomato into rat bilateral hindlimb motor 

cortex, followed by AAV9-Cre injection into L3 segment, allowed for visualization and 

analysis of hindlimb CST regeneration into GFP labeled, E14 derived NPC graft in 

lesioned C3 segment of the rat spinal cord (Figure 4a-d). As in Figure 3, rostral host-graft 

cell interface is located at the left edge of the green fluorescent NPC graft (Figure 4a) and 

is marked by the dashed white lines (Figures 4b,d). The uninterrupted interface shows 

successful NPC engraftment into the lesion site required for CST regeneration. High-

magnification confocal images indicate extensive host-graft interface penetration of the 

regenerating hindlimb CST axons into NPC graft (Figure 4d).  
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Preferential hindlimb CST regeneration into cervical NPC 

Figures 5a,c are high magnification overlay images showing representative images 

of forelimb (Figure 5a) and hindlimb (Figure 5c) CST regeneration into GFP labeled graft, 

with respective RFP-only images in Figures 5b,d. White dashed lines represent rostral-

edge interface between host and graft tissue (Figures 5b,d). We then quantified 

regeneration of RFP labeled host forelimb and hindlimb CST regeneration into the E14 

NPC graft (Figure 5e).  For both groups, regeneration was quantified by calculating average 

CST axon density by dividing sum-total threshold RFP area over sum-total graft area for 

forelimb (n=7) and hindlimb (n=7) animals, using ImageJ software. Results indicated 

significantly more hindlimb CST regeneration into a cervically placed E14 NPC graft than 

forelimb CST (Figure 5e). These results indicate significantly greater hindlimb than 

forelimb CST regeneration into NPC graft placed into cervical SCI site. 
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2.4: FIGURES 

 
Figure 1: Experimental time course and schematic diagram of experimental design. 

 (A) Schematic time-course representing order and intervals between each experimental 

step. (B) Color coded diagram representing locations of virus injections for both, forelimb 

or hindlimb groups (two separate groups depicted on one schematic). Red color 

corresponds to hindlimb CST (H-CST) axons, blue color corresponds to forelimb (F-CST) 

axons. (C) Color coded diagram representing location of the dorsal column wire-knife 

lesion and subsequent engraftment of E14 derived NPCs (green) for both forelimb, and 

hindlimb groups. 
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Figure 2: Cre-recombinase injections, retrograde transportation, and activation of 

TD-tomato expression for forelimb or hindlimb CST. 

(A) Cre expression (cyan) in a sagittal section view after AAV-Cre injection into C6 spinal 

cord. Scale bar: 0.5 mm (B) Cortical TD-tomato expression (RFP) (red) in CST neurons 

after AAV-Cre injection (C6). NeuN labels for neurons. Scale bar: 120µm. (C) Hindlimb 

CST axonal labeling at C1 (RFP). Scale bar: 100 µm (D) Forelimb CST axonal labeling at 

C1 (RFP). Scale bar: 100 µm 
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Figure 3: Poor regeneration of forelimb CST into C3 NPC graft. (A-B) A low-

magnification sagittal view of dorsal column forelimb CST axons (RFP) penetrating the 

host (h)-graft (g) interface with sparse regeneration (6 weeks post SCI) into GFP labeled 

NPC graft in the C3 lesion site. Scale bar: 0.5 mm. Dashed lines indicate host-graft 

interface, throughout. Rostral (left)- caudal (right) orientation, throughout. (C-D) High-

magnification view of boxed area in (A), containing a combination of overlaid images of 

forelimb CST axons (RFP) approaching NPC graft (GFP). Scale bars: 120 µm. 
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Figure 4: Robust regeneration of hindlimb CST into C3 NPC graft. (A-B) A low-

magnification sagittal view of dorsal column hindlimb CST axons (RFP) penetrating the 

host (h)-graft (g) interface with extensive regeneration (6 weeks post SCI) into GFP labeled 

NPC graft in the C3 lesion site. Scale bar: 0.5 mm. Dashed lines indicate host-graft 

interface, throughout. Rostral (left)- caudal (right) orientation, throughout. (C-D) High-

magnification view of outlined area in (A), containing a combination of overlaid images of 

hindlimb CST axons (RFP) approaching NPC graft (GFP). Scale bars: 120 µm. 
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Figure 5: Preferential hindlimb CST regeneration into cervical NPC (A, C) High-

magnification overlay images representing RFP labeled forelimb CST (F-CST) axons 

approaching GFP labeled NPC graft. Scale bar: 120 µm, in all images. Rostral (left)-caudal 

(right) orientation, in all images. Dashed lines indicate host (h)-graft(g) interface, in all 

images. (B, D) High-magnification overlay images representing RFP labeled hindlimb 

CST (H-CST) axons approaching and regenerating into GFP labeled NPC graft. (E) 

Average CST axon density calculated by dividing sum-total threshold RFP area over sum-

total graft area for forelimb (n=7) and hindlimb (n=7) animals, using ImageJ software. 

Average regeneration of H-CST is significantly greater than F-CST (*p=0.0334, Student T 

test). 
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CHAPTER 3: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

3.1: DISCUSSION 

 

Recent studies have shown an extensive regenerative ability and functional relay 

formation of axotomized CST axons (both primate and rodent) in the presence of an NPC 

graft. Here, we determine that hindlimb CST axons regenerate into an NPC graft far more 

extensively than forelimb CST axons.  

To obtain a precise characterization of the regenerative events, it was essential to 

use an intersectional viral approach (Wang et al., 2017). The Cre-dependent AAV-DJ-

FLEX-ArchT-tdTomato reporter virus injected into either the forelimb or hindlimb motor 

cortex area, thus transfecting and integrating into the surrounding motor neuron cell bodies. 

Despite this reporter gene’s integration into the host DNA, it was not expressed until Cre-

recombinase interacted and activated the transfected reporter gene. Subsequent axon-

terminal uptake and retrograde transport the Cre virus, at either C6 (forelimb) or L3 

(hindlimb) segments, specifically labeled the neurons that were transfected by the 

tdTomato virus and projected their axons into either cervical or lumbar spinal cord. This 

protocol insured precise differentiation between the two groups of neurons. Some issues 

included non-specific labeling due to imprecise injection techniques or spread of virus 

through the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Therefore, extreme care and precision were taken 

when performing the viral injections to avoid obscuring results. The expression of 

tdTomato seemed specific for CST neurons and axons for most samples. Tissue with 

substantial nonspecific labeling, occasionally observed, were omitted from analysis. 

Our results successfully confirm preliminary studies that used a less specific, 

anterograde virus injected separately into rostral forelimb and caudal hindlimb area in the 
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motor cortex, and therefore reject our original hypothesis of equal regenerative-ability 

between forelimb and hindlimb CST axons. Forelimb axons approach but do not 

significantly penetrate the host-graft interface. To control for possible confounding factors 

that could have led to the quantitative and qualitative differences, two main parameters 

needed to hold: 1) the NPC graft entirely filled the lesion cavity and formed a continuous 

border with the host cells, 2) the dorsal column CST was completely transected. Such 

conditions are necessary to allow for CST regeneration to take place (Kadoya et al. 2016); 

all samples presented and used to calculate quantitative significance demonstrated such 

requirements. Therefore, the sparsity of regeneration in the forelimb animals cannot be 

explained by varying graft environments.  

A few possible mechanisms could explain the differential regeneration between 

hindlimb and forelimb CSTs.  

(1) forelimb CST neurons have presumably greater branches in the brain and 

brainstem compared to hindlimb CSTs (Conner et al., unpublished). Specifically, about 

55% of the forelimb CST branches innervate rostral to the cervical spinal cord. Therefore, 

after cervical CST axotomization, the regenerative cellular material has a lower probability 

of reaching the injured axon tip; this should result in the upstream axonal collaterals to 

grow after injury. Such hypothesis can be tested by quantifying CST sprouting and 

comparing morphological changes after injury for both groups.  

(2) Another possibility -- from the assumption that forelimb CSTs have more 

branches -- is since the injury is cutting a small percent of the total cellular volume, the 

forelimb neurons are not recognizing the injury and do not increase regenerative signal. 
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This will be tested by comparing RNA sequencing data prior and post-injury for both 

forelimb and hindlimb CST neurons.  

(3) Finally, the NPC grafts are derived from embryonic spinal cords. Due to the 

technical limitations for harvesting these spinal cord cells, it may be that we preferentially 

obtained cervical NPCs. Thus, the regenerating cervical CST neurons interact with the 

environment that recapitulates development, where the cervically projecting CSTs would 

naturally cease to grow. Such hypothesis will be tested by grafting cervical and lumbar 

embryonic spinal cord cells separately, through more diligent surgical procedures. 

The preferential regeneration of hindlimb CST into a cervical SCI site filled with 

NPC graft poses a mismatched pattern of regeneration. Understanding and manipulating 

regenerative mechanisms may overcome this mismatched regeneration shown in our 

experiment. To get matched functional recovery, CST axons controlling the forelimbs at 

and below the cervical lesion must regenerate and innervate the cervical gray matter. Future 

studies will investigate different strategies to (1) increase forelimb CST regeneration or (2) 

re-train hindlimb CST to adapt control of forelimb.  

Increasing forelimb CST regeneration can be done by manipulating the quiescent 

intrinsic cellular regenerative state. This requires developing clinically relevant strategies 

that will manipulate the forelimb CST system to increase its regenerative ability in the 

presence of NPC graft. Possible targets include suppressing PTEN and SOCS3 activity, 

shown to increase regeneration in CST neurons (Liu et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2011; Zukor et 

al., 2013), or upregulating Kruppel-like Factor (KLF) transcription factor family -- 

regulators of the regenerative ability in developing CST neurons (Blackmore et al., 2013).  
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A promising and clinically relevant method for implementing genetic modification 

is through antisense oligonucleotides (ASO). ASOs are short DNA sequences which can 

be chemically modified to suppress or alter translation of target mRNAs (Schoch & Miller, 

2017). ASO technology is clinically approved and used to treat Amyotrophic Lateral 

Sclerosis (ALS) (Schoch & Miller, 2017). Such technology can use utilized to modify 

neuronal regenerative state by inhibiting targets such as PTEN and SOCS3 or increasing 

KLF transcription (Liang et al., 2016, 2017). Development of such therapies for clinical 

use is still required. 

Beside genetic manipulation, rehabilitation will be critical for improving motor 

function after injury (Larson & Dension, 2013; Gomara-Toldra et al., 2014). A priori, 

physical therapy can help form matched connections between CST neurons and their 

respective spinal cord targets. Although, if forelimb regeneration cannot be improved, and 

mismatched connections between hindlimb CST neurons and cervical gray matter persist, 

physical therapy could still be used to retrain function of the hindlimb controlling neurons, 

thus allowing for reconstitution of hand function. The mechanism behind rehabilitation is 

that training and activity influence new circuit formation observed during development, 

particularly by activity-dependent stabilization of new connections and pruning of weak 

connections (Monfils et al., 2005; Adkins et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2016). Further research 

on the effectiveness of physical therapy in the presence of stem cell grafts in spinal cord 

injury is required. 
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3.2: CONCLUSION 

 

Utilizing a combination of Cre virus and a Cre-dependent reporter gene, allowed 

us to precisely distinguish between forelimb and hindlimb corticospinal neurons. Here, it 

has been shown that hindlimb corticospinal neurons regenerate, to a significantly greater 

extent than forelimb corticospinal neurons, into an NPC graft located in upper cervical 

lesion site. This result is contrary to our original hypothesis that expected both CST systems 

to regenerate equally. Future work will attempt to determine the mechanism behind the 

difference and explore the applicability of stem cell therapy in efforts to reestablish 

voluntary motor control in spinal cord injury patients.  
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